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Tickets and Seats

Ultra Europe 2024 is taking place in Split, Croatia between 12-15th July. For those wishing to take the train from
Hungary to Split, we have compiled the most important travel tips below. Have a safe trip and enjoy the party!

All trains towards Zagreb and Split are running with compulsory seat/bed reservations. This also applies to
Interrail/Eurail Pass holders with no exception! Please remember that an Interrail/Eurail Pass in itself is NOT eligible
for travel on these trains. This is in order to avoid overcrowding of trains. For everyone’s comfort and safety, excess
passengers will not be allowed to board!

Please make sure to book your seat well in time and have your valid seat reservation ready for boarding. Tickets and
seat reservations are available on jegy.mav.hu or at any major train station (opening hours apply). If a train appears to
be fully booked, please find an earlier travel date or other alternative connections further below.

Train connections and alternatives:
/Please note that some connections below may be fully booked already/

09/07/24 Tue

#246      9:00       from Budapest-Déli to Ljubljana               with further changes to Split

#204      15:35     from Budapest-Déli to Zagreb                   with further changes to Split

#310      16:29     from Budapest-Kelenföld to Ljubljana     with further changes to Split

#1204    18:45 from Budapest-Keleti to Split                    (direct, couchettes and sleepers only)

#1246    21:00     from Budapest-Keleti to Rijeka                 with further changes to Split

 

10/07/24 Wed

#246      9:00       from Budapest-Déli to Ljubljana               with further changes to Split

#310      16:29     from Budapest-Kelenföld to Ljubljana     with further changes to Split

#1246    21:00     from Budapest-Keleti to Rijeka                 with further changes to Split

 

11/07/24 Thu

#246      9:00       from Budapest-Déli to Ljubljana               with further changes to Split

#310      16:29     from Budapest-Kelenföld to Ljubljana     with further changes to Split

#1246    21:00     from Budapest-Keleti to Rijeka                 with further changes to Split
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Fully booked trains are omitted from this list. We recommend that passengers board the trains at the station of
departure and show up at least 30 minutes prior to departure. This is to ensure that our staff can help everyone’s
boarding go smoothly. Please pay extra attention to the correct station of departure as there are three different ones in
this list.

    Forrás:https://www.mavcsoport.hu/node/141753 
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